Astec Shaft-Mounted Gear Reducers

Astec shaft-mounted gear reducers are engineered to offer high-quality performance at an affordable price. With immediate availability from our multiple stocking locations and standard warranty coverage, our gear reducers ensure quality and productivity.
Astec Shaft-Mounted Gear Reducers

1. **Compatibility:**
   With mounting holes and center distances matching the industry’s most popular gear reducers, Astec gear reducers can replace many competitive market brands.

2. **Operation:**
   Premium ball and tapered roller bearings provide smooth, effortless operation with reduced noise. Bushing not included.

3. **Durability:**
   Heavy-duty FCD45 cast iron housing resists corrosion.

4. **High-quality:**
   Shafts and gears are manufactured from high-grade steel, case hardened and precision-ground to AGMA standards.

5. **Expertly-engineered:**
   Astec gear reducers are engineered with extended gear centers and tooth contact.

6. **Reinforced:**
   All shafts use metal-reinforced, double-lip seals to prevent oil leakage and contamination.

**Options:**
- Available in industry standard box sizes 2-10
- Output bores handle shaft sizes from 11/4" – 5 7/16"
- Full range of industrial-grade accessories compatible with many market brands
- Astec shaft reducers carry a two-year warranty

**Offering includes the following for sizes 2 - 10:**
- Backstops
- Belt Guards
- Breather Plugs
- Motor Mounts
- Shaft-Mounted Reducers
- Torque Arms
- Tapered Bushings
- Rebuild Kits
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